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Hyperbolic Software releases Tidy Up! 1.4.1: adds Quick Look feature
Published on 05/19/08
Hyperbolic Software is delighted to announce Tidy Up! 1.4.1, the latest version of their
highly acclaimed disk, file and folder processing utility for Mac OS X. Tidy Up! can
easily find duplicate files and packages using any criteria. Search by content, type,
creator, extension, date modified, date created, name, label, visibility, the owner
application and more. Version 1.4.1 adds Quick Look, include improvements to the search by
content option, now it is 25% faster.
Burolo, Italy - Hyperbolic Software is delighted to announce Tidy Up! 1.4.1, the latest
version of their highly acclaimed disk, file and folder processing utility for Mac OS X.
Tidy Up! can easily find duplicate files and packages using any criteria. Search by
content, type, creator, extension, date modified, date created, name, label, visibility,
the owner application and more. Trash, move, burn and export into html files all found
items.
For user convenience, Tidy Up! ships with a list of commonly used tasks, fully
customizable and allows users to create their preferred workspace. However for quick and
easy organization, one of the most useful features is the Strategy Wizard.
Based on user defined choices, Strategy Wizard will create a customized workflow with the
appropriate criteria to search for duplicates, and then separates found items via the new
"Smart Baskets" that contain those items to be removed.
An integrated security system assures at least one file of the duplicate group is on disk,
with the ability to undo copied and moved items as well as restore trashed items (as long
as the trash is not emptied), even after a restart of the computer.
And by offering full-size previews of the most commonly used file types (audio, media,
text, pdf, graphics, and fonts), Tidy Up! is also a perfect compliment to Apple's iLife
suite.
Users may search the contents of iPhoto, Aperture (new), iTunes, iPod databases or Mail
mailboxes by tag, the duration and bit installments of MP3 and AAC sound files, as well as
synchronize deletions with iPhoto, Mail and iTunes.
Feature highlights include:
* Compatibility with iTunes 7.6.2
* Compatibility with iPhoto 7.1.3
* Compatibility with Mail 3.2
* Compatibility with Aperture 2.x
* Capability to automatically separate the found items, for quick and easy organization
* Fully Customizable Workspace
Tidy Up! is fast. With its multitasking capability, version 1.4.1 can perform more
searches at a time and take advantage of the latest Macintosh computers and operating
systems.
Minimum Requirements:
* Mac OS X Version 10.4.0 or higher
* Full Tiger and Leopard compatibility
* Universal Binary for PowerPC and Intel
* 12 MB Hard Drive space
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Language Support:
English, French, German, Italian and Japanese
Pricing and Availability:
Tidy Up! 1.4.1 is available as a full-featured demo. A single user license is $30.00 USD.
Registered 1.x customers may upgrade for free.
Hyperbolic Software:
http://www.hyperbolicsoftware.com/
Tidy Up! Overview:
http://www.hyperbolicsoftware.com/TidyUp.html
Download:
http://www.turnleftnow.com/TidyUp141.zip
Purchase:
http://order.kagi.com/cgi-bin/store.cgi?storeID=V9B
Screenshots:
http://www.hyperbolicsoftware.com/Images/TidyUpHead.jpg

Based in Burolo, Italy, Hyperbolic Software was established in 1996 by Giuseppe Giunto.
With a focus on developing easy-to-use, timesaving applications for the Mac platform,
Hyperbolic Software has produced acclaimed additions such as Tidy Up!, MacGizmo, iTunes
Dupes Barrier, Doublet Scan, Maigret and Smart Trash. Copyright 1996-2008 Hyperbolic
Software All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, are registered trademarks of Apple
Computer in the U.S. and/or other countries.
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